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Motorcycle accident claims life of
former PVAMU student, athlete
By Nikkia Sams
Business Manager

On Sunday, Feb. 7,
1999, Sharone Creer, 24, a
senior PVAMU student died
in Dallas, Texas due to a fatal
motorcycle accident.
According to The Dallas Morning News, Creerwas
forced into oncoming traffic
when a car cut in front of him
forcing him out of his lane at
approximately 6:35 p.m.
No citations were isued at press ti e.
C-reu

a.ttend.ed

Lancaster High Schoo\ unti\
his 10th grade year when he
transferred to Desoto High
School from where he graduated in May 1993.

After being offered several scholarships to various
schools, he chose PVAMU as
his choice for college.
While
attending
PVAMU, he played football and
joined The Fraternal Order of
Classy Gentlemen-Sigma
Rhomeo.
Creer was buried on
Feb. 13, 1999 at Laurel Land
Memorial Cemetery in Dallas,
Texas, following his funeral at
Faithful Missionary Baptist
Church.
brother said, "There were a
A host of teammate
lot of people and he funeral
and fo\\ow c\assma.tes attended was ve~ emotional. Rememhis fune-ra\ this -past Satu-rda~. bering him, he was a comeOne ot the attendees dian. He a\ways was trying to
Wayne Ingram, a fellow foot- make people laugh, and was
ball teammate at Desoto and
PVAMU, as well as fraternity See Death on page 15

Historic buildings
change campus look
By Joyce Dixon
Managing Editor

Where the Delco Building now stands there once stood
a two-story structure known to students as the campus hospital. The structure was demolished in 1981. Owens-Franklin
Health Center, which was completed in 1973, rendered the old
facility useless.
Many historical buildings on the campus of Prairie
View A&M University have been torn down to make room for
newer buildings.
The campus most students know, did not get its appearance until the 1950s. During the this time the Gibb
Gilchrist Engineering and E.B. Evans Animal Industries buildings were constructed. These buildings added to the already
erected Administration Building, Hilliard HaJJ, W.R. B

d

o t of dorms "ncludiz g An erson Hall and

See H\storica\ on page 9
This story is the first of a three-part series on the
university and the many changes to its physical
image that continues over trnh~e. .e~a~ri.-s".!'-!.
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Beginning of a new reign

Wagner crowned 1999-2000 Miss Black and Gold
opened, starting
the 1999-2000
Miss Black and
Gold Scholarship
Pageant. (rold
and silver accents
adorned the walls
of Hobart Taylor
f Recital Hall Tues::::i day,
Feb. 16,
:c·
~ 1999, as nine
~ young, talented,
vivacious ladies
I vied for the title of
§
.... Miss Black and
~
_.... Gold, capturing
.t:J the
pageant's
so theme "Frozen:
.:::
c. the Unveiling of a
----------------'
Royal Heritage."
1999 Miss Black and Gold, Cecily Wagner.
The pageant's
sponsors were the brothers of
the
Eta Gamma and Epsilon
By Jo-Carolyn Goode
Tau
Lambda Chapters of AlPanther Staff
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
With the clap of the
A twist to this year's
queen's hands, the curtains pageant was the audience's
~

In u -

trial 'Education Bui\d\ng.

dress which included semifor- evening. Judges, Glenn Taymal attire. With this simple lor, Wayne D. Johnson II,
change, the pageant was held Lum-AwahAtang,Alzo Slade,
on a grander scale than usual. Meredith McCall, Yolanda
The opening number Green, and Brain Dickens had
caught the eye of many ladies a very hard decision.
Scoring was done on a
as nine brothers assisted the
contestants with their dauce. scale of 1-10 in the areas of
The contestar.t8, swimsuit, worth 15 percent,
Michelle Rolling, LaShonda talent, 35 percent, evening
Turner, Janelle Vernon, gown, 10 percent, oral expresAntonia Oduwole, Ver'Tonya sion, 10 percent, and private
Wilson, LaToyaMoore, Cecily interview, 30 percent.
Melanie Finley enterWagner, Coren Lewis, and
tained
the
audience with her
Jennifer Rollins commanded
rendition
of
"If You Believe"
the audience to take notice in
from
"The
Prince
of Egyt"
their Egyptian apparel. The
soundtrack,
while
Andre
Cain
segment ended with a African
dedicated
a
song,
"For
You"
by
dance by Classic Dance EnKenny
Lattimore,
to
the
consemble.
The master and mis- testants.
The fourth runner-up
tress of ceremony, Frederick
was
Lewis.
The third runnerPowe and Tanisha Toaston,
up
was
Rollins.
Turner
guided the audience through
clenched
the
title
of
Miss
Epeach phase of the competition.
The race for the title
was a close run the entire See Pageant on page 15
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Secret Identity:
Search to define self
continues for black race
By Maurice Perkins
Panther Staff

How many of us (Black
people) know who we really
are? Who taught us how to
act? The language that we
speak, is it ours? Our religion,
our God, who instilled these
beliefs in our intellect?
Before we answer, we
really need to trace our family
tree. But, where are the roots
of the tree actually planted?
Many of us don't know.
We go on day in and
day out trying to achieve
things that aren't ours to begin with.
Everything we know,
we have adopted from someone else. Many people hate to
look back and recall that we
were sold like cattle.
We were treated like
animals. Every thought our
ancestors had when they were

brought here was wiped away
from their minds. Everything
that they ever knew was
erased from memory over the
years.
Our religion ... gone!
Our culture . . . gone! Our
language . . . deleted! Our
identity ... no longer there!
Our people were mutilated, slain and beaten for
speaking their own language,
forworshipingin the way they
were used to, and caring for
and loving each other.
The books we just so
happen to acquire during this
time, do you think that there
were images ofAfrican Americans being kings of countries,
building pyramids, or even
being Jesus Christ?
A little common sense
could play a little part in this.
Ifthe stories that took place in
the Bible were in Africa, were

See Identity on page 3

Professors go
above, beyond call
of duty for students
By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

Coming from a generation which was taught to respect
your elders and always refer to those five or more years older
than you as "ma'am" and "sir", I do not understand why our
professors are disrespected daily by ungrateful students.
Students constantly get up during class and talk
during lectures. Then when professors try to reprimand them,
they have the nerve to get an attitude.
"Our" professors ( I use that term lightly) are here for
our benefit. They are paid to educate us. And we are indirectly
paying for them to do so. So, why are we wasting their time and
the time of those in the class trying to gain a little knowledge
by disrupting lecture and acting in such a disrespectful manner?
Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU) has the pleasure ofemploying some of the top educators in various fields of
study. We not only have the advantage of educators with
esteemed academic credentials, but professors with physical
experience in careers in which you hope to one day become
involved.
Professors bring to the classroom their field experience and lessons that can not be learned from any department
meeting or seminar.
They know all of the positives and negatives of working in that field of study and pass that insurmountable knowledge on to those students willing and worthy to comprehend
and apply it.

See Professors on page 3
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Identity from page 2
in Africa, where during that
time at least 90% ofthe population had some sort of pigment in their skin, then why
do people embrace a pale
skin, blonde hair, blue-eyed
image that we always see?
Because, our people
have been deprived of freedom for so long, many rebuked being of African decent.
And when emancipation began, they not only enjoyed freedom, but they
wanted to be like whites.
They wanted to have their
clothes, homes, education,
money, and in some cases,
their companionship.
All they saw and
knew was the life of a white
person. By this time our
original culture was completely gone. As free Black
people this is where "our
story" (history) begins. This
is the only place we can plant
our tree. We know nothing
else.
Over the years we
have tried our best to be like
those who enslaved us. It is
even that way today. We

After slavery, we
were forced to steal and do
whatever we needed for survival, and for this same tactic
our people are being put in
jail.
We wanted to eat,
sleep, and travel with White
·people; we would die for it.
And now that we can
do these things, we have
learned .to turn our back on
our Black- owned businesses,
often times causing Black
businesses bankruptcy, and
Whites prosperity.
We got angry when
"Aunt Jemima," "Step N'
Fetchit," and "Uncle Tom"
were shown on the televisio~
screen, but now we enjoy the
Martin Lawrence's show, and
the "Blackberry Inn" on BET.
We get mad when
anyone outside of our race
calls us "n@%%a,"butwe call
each other "n@%%a" each and
everyday. But, I guess you
just call it entertainment. Is
it really, or is it all a political
game that we haven't yet
learned how to play?
Instead of adjusting
to the changes that come our
way, we havejustsimply conformed.

continuously try to reach that

We have been molded

unreachable goal - to be
white. Many deny it because
we don't want to think that
we are still captives of our
own minds, but it's true.
For example, we
were taught that some explorer named Christopher
"Come-Bust-Us" (Columbus)
discovered America. Every
year we celebrate this discovery of a land that was
already occupied.
But to go even further, before Chris came over
to "discover" this new land, a
man named Ponce DeLeon
visited north"America" But,
"ya don't wanna' hear the
truth. Ya want me to lie to
ya. Make it sound fly to ya!"
Our way oflife as we
"never" knew it was long
gone. All we know now are
the standards, laws, rules,
stipulations, and beatings
that whites have taught us.
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Scholarship staff member offers
positive reinforcement for student
Dear Panther readers,
Everyone is always complaining about the employees of Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU) and their attitudes. As a graduating senior (May '99), I have seen various
degrees of rudeness and some of the most insulting look!? given by the almighty PVAMU
employees.
But a few weeks ago, I had the pleasure of being assisted swiftly and courteously
by Carolyn Seals in the scholarship office.
When I discovered a problem with my scholarship, I first addressed Seals in a
polite manner. Then, she painstakingly listened to my situation.
Her diligence and personal attention to me was new to me. In all my years at
PVAMU, I have never had such attentive help. This letter is a simple thank you in recognition of her assistance.
Seals is only one of many workers who dedicate their time and efforts to helping
students, not simply doing as little as possible to get by.
Again, I thank you. I hope your co-workers have the same positive attitude and
respect for the students who come into their offices.
Sincerely,
Tiara M. Ellis, senior

Student offers pep talk on failure
Dear Panther readers,
Are you pondering
how to get back into the now
of life after it nas knocll..ed

you down?
TaJcing positive ac-

tions will get rid of negative

stop for at least one day and
think about everything that
is going on around us and not
just in 2fil little worlds, we
will see that in the real world,
therearethingsthatarehappening to us, that we really
don't realize, i.e. Illuminati
and the New World Order
(N.W.O.). Look familiar?
We all are trying to
reach an unattainable goal.
We all want the mansions we
see on television, drive the
nice cars, and have the nice
clothes, just to be more like
someone or something that
we will never be.
Many of us do not
truly know who we are and
where we are going because
we don't truly know who we
really are and where we came
from. Don't let someone else
define who you are, find yourself, for yourself, by yourself.

thoughts pinning you to the
mat of self-doubt. Here are a
few tips on how to bounce
back from hard times.
Clean up your language! Get rid of self-defeating, negative or cursing language.
Clearing your vocabulary and refusing to think
can't, should, must, ought to
and but are the first steps.
For instance, go for a job
because you want to
straighten out your life (combating your failed past), not
just because you feel you

Your fellow newspaper staff!

&&

LETTERS TO 'I HE EDII'OR

to be who we are and until we

Congratulations, Latoya Moore,
for your performance in the
Black and Gold Pageantl

&@

Professors from page 2
Everyone talks about
the need to network and get to
know people in their career
area. Well, the best place to
start is with your professors.
They know people in the industry who can help you in
the future.

Draw up an activity sb.eet detailing everything you want
to acco-m-p\ish each da-y, no\

should or ought to. Do it because it will make you feel
bettet:.
Sto-p. thm.k. ot -you foT

)'1.1!.\. Tna;)OT

wh'I.\ someti:m a.Giv -youT•
elf an " " in fi ·iur . Think
about it, go to school on your
mistakes.

Try to understand
how you contributed to your
defeat. Analyze what you did
wrong, accept it as a learning
experience and forgive yourself.
Take steps to overcome self-defeating processes
and devote yourself to correcting the behavior.
Draw up a daily comeback plan. Use your down time
to re-examine and change
some of your goals. This may
be a great time to go back to
college or chase after that wild
dream you've always had.

..

he]pfu] to do p]e

..

ur b1e

things, but don't try to ta.Ji:
on too big a task.

It may cause you to
move back toward your nega-

tive feelings. Instead, break
it down into pieces and tackle
it one at a time. Taking even
. the smallest steps will help
i move you forward and keep
you from obsessing over negative events.
Remember, it's not over until
you win, and I plea, when life
knocks you down, try to fall
on your back. If you can look
up, you can get up.
Christopher Harris, PVAMU
student

Dr. Dennis Judd, a
Professor
Diana
physics
professor, not only
Fallis, a communications eduteaches
students but takes
cator atPVAMU, worked with
them
to
Stanford
University
KTRKchannel 13 for 10 years
in
the
summer
to
work
as inbefore coming to Prairie View.
terns.
In addition to teaching, she is
The dedication of
still the co-publisher of the
these
professors
to bettering
"Houston NewsPages", an
our
futures
should
be appreciaward-winning weekly newsated
and
given
credit.
paper.

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editor atP. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX77446 orin the
Memorial Student Center, room 114. All submissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Legendary trailrides continue historic traditions
Yana Estes
Panther Staff

Recently, the Prairie
View Trail Riders took off
into the sunset heading for
Houston, and the legend continued.
The riders camped
near the Prairie View Inn
before their trailride began,
ajourney made on horseback,
and in carriages. The horses
range about five miles an
hour, so it takes time to get to
certain destinations.
The trail ride is a salute to the Buffalo Soldiers,
and was established in 1957
by James Francies, Jr. who
wanted to preserve the Black
Western Heritage, which was
not recorded in history.
Blacks participated
heavily in the history of the
West during the period of

•NABSE
members and
Western Union
combine to help

community

Three ways to
beat the high

cost of college.
1. 1he Monttomcry GI Bill
t. Student loan rcpaymcnt
l. hrt-tlme Income
The Army Reserve Alternate
Training Program is a smart way to
pay for college.
First, if you qualify, the
Montgomery GI Bill can provide
you with up to $7,124 for current
college expenses or approved
vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtaina qualified student loan not in
default, you may get it paid off at
the rate of 15% per year or $500
whichever is greater, up to a maxi'.
mum of $10,000. Selected military
skills can double that maximum.
Third. you can earn part-time
money in college, and here's how
it works: One summer you take
Basic Training, and the next summer you receive skill training at
an Army school. You'll earn over
$1,500 for Basic and even more for
skill training. Then you'll attend
monthly meetings at an Army
Reserve unit near your college,
usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. You'll be paid
over $107 a weekend to start. It's
worth thinking about Give us a call:

409-830-5324
IE ALL YOU CAN IE~

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

M?M?Wd

CAMPUS NEWS
M
¼wi%:M&%W¾&i&ii
?4?1&%&&Wd&&i%
Fresh program helps with substance abuse
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In 1958, the Prairie
Mr. H. A Perkins, and Mr.
1942-1957.
James Francies, Jr. It is at
View Trail made its first offiFrancies wanted to
this meeting, that the Praicial ride from Prairie View to
promote agriculture and rorie View Trail Riders Assojoin in with the Houston Livedeo interests in young Afristock Show and
can Americans, and provide a
Rodeo.
The
path for graduates in agriculoriginal trail
tural and mechanical fields.
had one wagon
He worked as a cowand seven ridhand, and left home at the
ers.
age of 19. On the ranch, he
Since the first
learned to ride and rope aniride, The Praimals. Later, Francies worked
in the rice agri-business.
~ rie
View
When the Houston
~·~~~~Ii. s Trailriders AsLivestock Show and Rodeo
sociation has
began to run in full swing,
helped to estabPrairie View Trailriders prepare for
there was little black particilish The Southannual journey.
pation. Francies set off to
west Trail, The
change that, and make hisNortheast Trail
ciation was officially estabtory.
and the Circle A Trail.
lished.
An official meeting
Myrtis Dightmanwas
Along with Francies's intentook place on Jan. 7, 1957
the first black cowboy to reach
tions, the goals were to eduwith Dr. E. B. Evans, the
the National Finals in the Rocate, promote horsemanformer president of PV Coldeo, and Nat
ship, scholarship, and bring
lege, Dr. A N. Poindexter,
the community together.
the late Mr. J.C. Williams,
See Trail on page 15

By Queverra Moten
Panther staff

if

Program lauched to encourage reading
Kandyace Mayberry
Panther Staff

'Weatern Union Fi-

nancial Services, Inc. in cooperation with the National Alliance ofBlack School Educators (NABSE) has launched a
national program to encourage more students to read.
The program, Westem Union Study Buddies"",
is geared toward students in
the first through third grades
and it will give students the

chance to engage in tutoring sessions.
Wes tern Union
has also developed a learnmg journal called "Around
the World with Western
Unum." Itprovides young
readers with a variety of
fun and educational activities.
The program has
already started in Chicago,
Atlanta and Philadelphia,
and involves some of the
over 5,000 African American NABSE educators.

"One of NABSE's
main goals is to improve the
educational accomplishments
of African American youth
through instru.ction and motivational methods " said
Quentin Lawson, e~ecutive
director.
"Studies have shown
that children who do not
achieve basic reading skills
by the 3rd grade, will continue to be at a disadvantage
later in life," said Doug
McNary, President of Westem Union North America.

doesn't feel

11

Afri,(i~S history will

ke~ii"~o~ Afrlean Am.erieans subser-

vient:&piritnally* mentally and tinancially.' - · · ,

Across America the
effects of alcohol, drugs and
violence have taken a toll on
society as a whole. There isn't
a day that one can sit down
and watch the news or read
the newspaper without hearing about the horrible stories
of someone ending up in fatal
accidents due to alcohol, drugs
or violence.
On PVAMU's campus alone, students are able
to witness the traumatizing
affects of drugs.
Researchers say drug
use originates in the family
structure.Whateverthecase
is, drugs are killing off communities alongwith destroying families.
There is a new organization on PVAMU's campus, "Alcohol, other Drugs,
and Violence Prevention Program".

"This program is designed to increase awareness
on the effects of alcohol, other
drugs, and violence. It seeks
to implement programs with
the student volunteers on the
college and community level
about the perils ofalcohol and
drug abuse. The program
implemented will target the
prevention of violence, sexual
assault, and date/a cquaintance rape. Th e teaching aspect of the program will be
utilized to deter tragedies of
alcohol and other drug abuse."
said Ron J ones,Vice President
for Student and Enrollment
Services.
The organization is
planning activities for March
and April including Awareness Week, which will be dedicated to those who have died
due to drugs or violence.
Dedicated volunteers
are needed to help save the
lives of others.
For more information regarding the program,

Manager Nicole Bradford can
be contacted at ext. 2693 or
307F Evans Hall.
Take a stand now, after all haven't we lost enough?

Rodeo set to return
For Texans and
many others across th e nation, February marks the
beginning of the Houston
Livestock Show and Rodeo.
The 1999 performance lineup includes Reba
McEntire, Clint Black, Vince
Gill, Shania Twain, and
Brian McKnight. Also
David Lee Garza, Emilio,
Ram Herrera are scheduled
to appear.
" The attractions of
the show appeal to both
young and old, the rural
farmer and the city dweller,
and people ofall ethinicities
and heritages," Houston
Livestock Show and Rodeo
president Jim Bloodworth
said.

.-

He presented tr~as1,1red aspects of American culture such aa the dollar bill, the American seal, and even the
Was in nmon mentasmere,co ie of.l!i11W1ti.Stn artif. e
th,i. . . . . . C l " ~ ~ ~

Hitfden within ~ truth, is a greater truth tf you

knqw hf.}W to nnd, it-; "Mid $rQWd~t .

underserved."

SUMMER SCHOOL l'OR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TBE TOP.

NHSC clinicians in his community
want to be sure he never will.
Like Henry, millions of Americans live in communities w ithout
access to adequate health care~If you are considering a career
in health care and would like to help a community like Henry's,
the NHSC has competitive scholarships that can help you reach
your goal.

.,,,-...

( ~ Call us at 1-800-221-9393
· ~ www.bphc.hrsa.dhhs.gov/ohsc/
THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS ,saprogramofthefeder 1
Health Resources and SeMcesAdm1nistrat10n's Bureau of Pnmary Htalth Care. which · the a

focal point for prov,d,ng primary health care to underservw and vulnerable populaoo~:

hs, Tables,
harts,
d Sheets,
••~==¥·=·:u. ,:p~::;;t~:,::,:ding, Editing

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore,
you can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army
ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid five-week summer course in
leadership training. By the time you graduate from college,
you'll have the credentials of an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Captain Kizzie at 857-4612.

i

ARMY ROTC
TD IIIUlllr CIIUIGI CODII 11111 CU '11D
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REGIONAL/NATIONAL NEWS

New

European 'cu!r,rency pr;;;;;;.t;·'pote;,'iial!e~~n~~i~ pdiifi~~i'i1Ei';fh ·•

By Shana A. Miller
Panther Staff

The euro-dollar will
unite the formerly independent monetary systems under
one currency. No longer will
people have to trade their
Dutch money for French
money. For European countries with weak economies, the

euro-dollaris a chance to boost
their economies.
Having an entire continentunderone currency systern will strengthen that currency system while weakening and shifting other systems. In his article "The Euro
and the Dollar," Robert N.
McCaully said assets today
suggest that the euro-dollar

could lead to shifts in the cordingtoeuro-dollar.com, the
American dollar in the near main challenges of the eurofuture .
dollar are double currency sysEuropean countries of terns during the transition,
all sizes and economies will be huge data conversion after the
affected by the transition from transition, and the need to go
their currency to the euro-dol- through euro conversion in
lar, according to an article parallel or past year 2000.
found on euro-dollar.com. All
Ac c o r d i n g t o
European countries should Newsweek.com,manyoperatprepare ahead of time. Ac- ing systems can't display or

IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS
To PROVE You CAN LEAD...

TSU struggles with
financial problems
By Sheleah Hughes
News Editor

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten WE'eks may not seem like much t1m€' to prove you re capable of being a leader But ,r
you rE' tough, smart and detE>rmmed ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
Off1c€'r of Mannes And Officer Candidates School <OCS) ,s where you II get the chance to prov12
you·ve got what 11 takes to lead a life full of exntement full of cnallenge full of honor Anyone
can sav 1hey've got what ,t takes to be a leader we 'll give vou ten \veeks to prove ,t For
more mformat,on call I-BOO-MARINES. 01 contact us on the lnterne/ at

Marines

The Few. The Proud.

MARINE OFFICER

\V\V\V

Mannes com

print the euro-dollar symbol.
Someone using the euro in an
e-mail may send it to someone
who will not be able to read it.
This may cause confusion in
many businesses. The article
remarks that certain applications,suchasWindows95 and
NT have no problem with the
symbol, while other applications may have to be updated.

One strike, two
strikes, three strikes, four
strikes, five strikes, wait,
shouldn't you be out?
Under the rules of
baseball, Texas Southern University (TSU)would have been
out and waiting for another
turn up at the plate, but under the rules ofthe Texas Legislature, they have been
awarded an extended turn.
In December, lawmakers agreed to bail out the
university with $3.5 million
in state funds to cover costs
that date back into 1997.
This bailout was not
the first.
Over the years, more
than $10 million in bail out
funds have been delivered to
TSU. Aid has also been delivered in the form of academic advisement from other
universities and the offer of
combining TSU with another
university.
The proposed collaboration would be for only two
years. After the time period
expires, Texas Southern
would then again become an
independent university.
Other options include
combining TSU with another
school permanently.
"There is some skepticism here in the House and
the Senate about TSU and it's
viability. This is not the first
time TSU has been called to
issue. We have got to come up
with a plan that assures
people that TSU can remain
viable and independent," Gov.
George Bush said.
The issuance offunds
from the legislature were also
accompanied by a condition

that TSU straighten out the
long history of problems by
April 1999 or be forced to go
under a university system.
Being part of a university system means losing
the majority black board of
regents and also losing control over the budget.
TSU is the only black
college located in Texas which
operates under its own board
of regents. Other black colleges, including Prairie View
A&M University (PVAMU)
and Huston-Tillotson, administer under larger university
systems such as the Texas
A&M University System
(TAMUS) and the University
of Texas system.
These systems' purposes are to oversee the
school's fiscal affairs and also
navigate financial aid and the
nuclear budget. It also steps
in and provides money whenever it is needed.
President James
Douglas and otherseniorstaff
members were released and
replaced by interim President
Priscilla Slade and a full staff
of new members, who entered
office with a desk full of problems. Although progress was
monitored, there was no evidence showing much improvement.
Theunexpected
change of staff was taken in
order to show the state legislature how important it is to,
keep TSU independent.
" We are totally committed to keeping TSU independent. We are taking bold
steps and (making) bold
changes to show the legislature we're going to fix the problems," Williard Jack, chairman of TSU's board of regents, said.
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Love is in the air

Honda Campus All-Stars boggle the mind Delta's hold annual Red
They are
By Kalyn Bullock
notjustse- and White Gala
r i o u s
Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M
University has its own Honda
Campus All-Star Challenge
Team (HCASC).
The All-Star Team is
a group of college students who
compete in academic competitions in subjects such as geography, history, presidents and
science.
Every year PVAMU
has tryouts with different
teams to select its finalists to
represent the school.
This year's team is
composed of sophomore music
education major, Cleveland
Harris, senior biology major,
Aminah Lewis,junior finance
information systems major
Eric McNair, sophomore agricultural economics and finance major Charles Smith,
and senior finance major,
Malcolm Sykes.
The head coach for the
team is Herbert Thomas,
PVAMU placement coordinator. These student have been
practicing very hard, so they

-

people who
do not believe
m
smiling ,
laughing ,
andhaving
a
good
time.
One technique
the
Aminalt Lewis, Charles Smith, Malcom Sykes and Eric
team
utiMc air, Honda Campus AH-Star members pprepare for the
Honda Campus AU-Star Challenge.
lizes is specan go to Washington , DC cializing in a particular field.
and claim the grand prize of All the members knew the in$50,000.
formation, butone person may
In 1991 the HCASC be extremely skilled in an area
team won the grand prize. Out so they tend to answer those
of64 historically black colleges questions.
and universities that particiAccording to Smith,
pated in the 1997-1998 school HCASC is "enjoyable, and an
year, the team were among experience of a lifetime; and
the top 30.
in Washington we are going to
The All-Star Team wreck."
had a practice game on FriWith this kind of selfday, Feb. 12. Most of the ques- motivation, the team also need
tions asked were not common school-motivation and school
knowledge, however the stu- support.
dents knew the answers bePV A.MU's A.\l-Star
ca se they studied hard.Thi
team wi\\ compete
ch
team works together greatly. 15 in Washington, DC

Braids, Fades and Purple Kool-Aid® -

Hopkins mentors area elementary students
ing 15 hours,
being producer and

Carlos C. Hopkins

By La Shanda
Panther Staff

One oi Pr
A&M University's
ownjuggles classe
pus activities, yet sti
time to help local ele .
students.
Once a week,
radio and television
Carlos C. Hopkins
o
Stockton, CA, works aroun
his busy schedule to help
young students at Holloman
Elementary School in Waller.
In addition to hold-

Panther Staff

The ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.- Eta
Beta Chapter-hosted their annual Red and White Gala. In the
spirit ofValentine's Day, they played Cupid by bringing couples
and singles closer together at the social gathering that has
been one of many traditions at Prairie View A & MUniversity.
Even though the men and women showed up in their
best suits and beautiful evening gowns, they were not prepared
for the lively atmosphere. Unlike the gala's of the past, some
comfortable shoes were required because the night consisted
of plenty of music, dancing, and socializing.
The Memorial Student Center ballroom was transformed featuring candle lit tables, a drink fountain, and an ice
sculpture showcasing the sorority's beloved elephant.
The ladies also graciously served their guest food and
refreshments which helped to complete the ambience.
Also for the guests enjoyment, there was a photo booth
provided to capture the evening, and the winners of the
Valentine raffle were announced.
The prizes of the raffle were a $50 gift certificate to
Victoria's Secret, a gift basket, and movie passes for two.
The winners of the Delta's dating game were also provided with
two free tickets to the gala and a complimentary photo.
Tara White, the co-chairpe-rson o{ the event., thouv.b.t.
the turn out was great.
..l wou\d \ike to
an'&. th
mm'i.
d m \in
sisters because without them it wouldn't have been pos ible,"
said White.
The sorority would also like to thank the other organizations for their support and the guests who came, and hope
to see every one again next year.

to raise money for school supplies for H.T. Jones Elementary School.
Hopkins also held the
title of Business Manager,
Advertising Editor, and Copy
or The Panther, as
e ofJunior Class
·ng.
·ust one extanding stuwho dedito more than
ool, but to a
helping oth-

· s'favorite Kool-aide:
pical punch mixed with
onade.

.opkins is a creative
who was the masterm ·
ind The Panther's
shout-outs which were created

By Kesha C. Jones

This feature was added to
giue recognition to outstanding
campus leaders - organizations and
individuals .
The Panther solicits any
nominations from students, faculty
and staff for lwnorees in this
section.

Why are we smiling? We've all
discovered America's best kept
secret, the Army National Guard
- and you can too. With the
Montgomery G.l Bill, college
tuition assistance and a good
monthly paycheck. we're all earning money for college. And since
the Guard is a part-time commitment, we have time to attend
classes now!
In the Army National Guard
you can learn career skills, make
friendships that will last a life-

time, and be there to help when
your neighbors need you most.
Call your local recruiter today.
Finding out more aboot what the
Guard offers may put a smile on
your face.

1-800-GO-GUARD
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Annunobi dedicated to students• success
By Yauna Estes
Panther Staff'

Dr.
Fredo line
Annunobiholds many degrees,
and a good heart. He is dedicated to the success and development of students.
His focus is to
educate,while forcing people
to open their minds and expose them~elves to other countries, their views, their customs, theirgove, .. ~ _: , ·'.~:r
business practfoes and the way
they Jive.
Dr. Annu:1 "' >i i..: rPsponsib]e for the dC'vclopmcnt
of the Inl2rn:1C ; •. '.

c,,

~- -

Program liere at, I'.·:...iriL View
A&MUniversity. He has also
aided in the teaching of
Swahili here on campus and
everyone is encouraged to take
it.
What is the International Studies Program? It is
a program developed to allow

students to study in other
countries. The student will
gain exposure to another country, while gaining the knowledge necessary to be competitive in any job field.
"The job market is becoming more global. This is
why it is necessary to study
abroad and learn a foreign language, so that when you graduate, you will be able to compete," stated Dr. Annunobi.
'This is not at all to
rr.y that you cannot compete if
you do not know a foreign language or have nor studies
abroad, itjustmakesyou more
marketable. Jobs are more
,,.;)ling to hire people and pny
more if you are bilingual, you
have some (foreign) exposure
and you are willing to relocate."
"It is notjust a matter
of studying abroad, but what
you do upon your return,"
says Dr. Annunobi.
"It is not a matter of

wanting to just go somewhere."
The student must go
through counseling and interviews before he or she receives an application.
.
· Next, the student
must fill out the application
and decide where he or she
would like to go.
Furthermore the
student must submit a transcript and essay addressing
why they want to study
abroad oadwhatthestudent
intends to accomplish. The
~tnrlent must show academic
exrellence.
If a student is cho!"<'n, l: " rr sh c must address a
committee and read the essay that he or she has written and answer questions
concerning studying abroad,
and the student's intent.
The international fee
that we now see included on
our fee receipt is what assists in this international

education process. Dr.
Annunobi continues to be persist.ant with the school board,
and he pushes so that we as
African-Americans can learn
more. He holds seminars and
is constantly on the go. He is
now working on the actual
academic program of study
here at Prairie View, which
may or may not be accepted
in the fall of 19 99.
Thanks to Dr.,
Annunobi, we as students can
better ourselves gain better
knowledgeofotherplacesand
continue to strive for excellence through a positive attitude.
If you have any questions and are interested in
the international studies program, please contact Dr.
Annunobi on the first floor of
the Politjcal Science building.
He also encourages you to get
involved on campus with the
International Student Organization on Campus.

by Ralph Ellison

Book Review
By Yauna Estes
Panther Space

"Invisible Man," by
Ralph Ellison, has often been
compared to the book and
movie titled " the Invisible
Man" by H.G. Wells. However, there is no comparison.
Ralph Ellison is one of the
most brilliant African-American authors of all time.
In his book "Invisible
Man "he describes his life as it
took place in Harlem, in the
days when African-Americans
were severely discriminated
against. He illustrates how
he is invisible, not because he
is physically invisible, but because people see wlrnt they
want to see and not what is
actually there. He is invisible
because he is diffcrmt, poor
and black.
When I read, it m:1de
me see real picLuru, in my
head. Ellison is one of the
most eloquent authors and I

am glad to have the privilege ferent and unique.
If you look closely, he also
to have read his literature.
His book traps the reader and says that it is the other people
makes the reader feel as if who refuse to open their minds
they are actually watching the and hearts. Ellison recalled
an incident when he was forced
events, as they occur.
"I am an invisible to use violence and it truly was
man. No,Iamnotaspooklike not in his nature.
"I remember one day I
those who have haunted Edgar
Allen Poe nor am I one of your bumped into a man and perHollywood movie ectoplasms. haps because of the near darkNor is my invisibility exactly ness, he saw me, spat at me
a matter of a biochemical acci- and called me an insulting
dent to my epidermis. This name. I sprang at him seized
invisibility to which I refer his coat lapels and demanded
occurs because of the peculiar he apologize! I grabbed his
disposition of the eyes ofthose head and butted it against
mine as I had seen once in the
with whom I come in contact.
The eyes with which they use West Indies. I butted his head
to see, their inner eyes, eyes again and again and demanded, 'Apologize, apologize!'
upon reality. I am an invisible
And I began to kick him in a
1nan."
Ellison was speaking frenzy. Oh yes, I kicked him
berause, though his lips were
of how he was viewed and
frothy with blood, h e contintrPated: different, sick, disued to mutter insults at me.
gusting nnd black. He was
du,cribing what many of us To h im I was invisible."
Wow, literature is
must endure. We endure the
amazing, especially by Afritorture and pain of being dif-

can-American authors, who
aided in shaping history. We
have all in some way, shape
or form been discriminated
against. Whether it be because of color, religion, class,
social status, or what types of
clothes that we wear. The
point is that we should not
worry whether or not he is
dating her or if we don't feel
someone belongs somewhere
or 'wow, look at those two are
holding hands.' Ellison reacted this way because he was
tired of being nice and tolerating the hate. He expresses
his disgust through literature.
I would recommend
this book to anyone. Ifyou do
decide to read this, one thing
that you should take away is
that it does not matter what
race, color, creed, nationality
or sexual preference a person
is. It is important to love
everyone regardless and work
together to end the hate and
fear. We all are human.

Celebrating Kwanzaa sparks controversy
Angela Dixon
Staff Writer

Kwanzaa, meaning
first fruits, is a seven day celebration originated in 1965 by
Dr. Maulana Karenga.
The holiday was originated to "help African-Americans relate to the past in order
to understand the present and
deal with the future."
Seven key principles
are the basis of the celebration:
Umoja
(unity),
Kujichagulia (self-determination), Ujima (collective work
and responsibility), Ujamaa
(cooperative economics), Nia
(purpose), Kuumba (creativity), and Imani (faith).
One principle is celebrated for each day. Although
Kwanzaa is a relatively new
holiday, Kwanzaa has both its
staunch supporters and its
skeptics.
Kwanzaa skeptics
stated several reasons why
Kwanzaa should be considered
an insult to African-Americans, ranging from Kwanzaa
has rituals that are of Swahili
origin, having no African roots
whatsoever, to "Kwanzaa inventors were shillings for
Marxism."
Another slap in the
face to Kwanzaa supporters is
the fact that some feel that
when the white establishment
su orts Kwanzaa it is merel

Historical from page 1
In 1952 the university had about fifty buildings,
most of which do not exist
today.
Some of the buildings
that existed during that time
were Suarez Hall, Crawford
Hall, Evans Hall, Luckie Hall,
Blackshear Hall, Anderson
Hall, Woodruff Hall,
Schumacher Hall, and the
Wolfolk Building.
Several of the buildings on campus have been
here for years, however, they

a ploy to "calm" activists.
"Our treatment of
Kwanzaa provides a revealing sign ofhow far we have yet
to travel on the road to reconciliation. The white establishment has thrown in with
it, not just to cash in on the
business, but to patronize
black activists and shut them
up," said Tony Snow.
Along with Snow ,
other African-Americans feel
that Kwanzaa is not a positive holiday not for the previously stated principles but for
other reasons like Kwanzaa
taking advantage of post
Christmas sales.
There are also those
who said it is not a celebration
of Black roots.
Keith Richburg, the
African bureau chief for the
Washington Post for three
years, said, "Talk to me about
Africa and my black roots ...
I'll throw it back in your face,
and then I'll rub your nose in
the images of rotting flesh."
As for the staunch
supporters ofKwanzaa, many
expressed that the commentary provided by Tony Snow
of the Fox News Sunday was
accurately researched but
more importantly very insulting and biased. Many supporters ofKwanzaa feel that a
Caucasian man should not adversely speak against a holiday that doesn't affect him.
have been remodeled and converted to serve different purposes.
Annie Laurie Evans
Hal] which was erected in 1928
as a residence hall for women
was converted to the Center
for Student Services in 1978.
In 1978Anderson Hal]
was also converted from a
women's dorm to house the
Career Education and Placement Services.
In the last few years
Prairie View A&MUniversity
has seen several structural

"Just Chillin"BY: Quincy Higgins

Exploring the past, present and future of
blacks in America
tains, separate schools, certain places to sit in restauStafTWriter
rants, backdoor entrances and
not being able to have good
When we get on a bus, jobs in certain cities were some
where is the first place most of the barriers that our forefapeople run to? The back.
thers overcame so we the
Dowe take for granted oppurtunities we have today.
what our black leaders fought
Blacks in this society
long and hard for? Do we ever face many obstacles as well as
stop and think about that one other minorities, but the many
time the back was the only problems are being overcome
place we could sit?
everyday.
True enough, during
Blacks have accomblack history month we re- plished many things from past
member the risks taken and to present. Among the prodbattles fought forthe freedoms ucts blacks have invented are
that we take for granted to- traffic lights and peanut butday.
ter.
Too often we take for
History books do not
granted the things genera- tell the entire story of the role
tions of our ancestors were that blacks played in major
deprived of.
wars and battles. They don't
Today there are more tell you how thousands of soljobs available, there are black diers died fighting a war for
executives in large corpora- their country.
tions, politicians, inventors,
Black history month
and entrepreneurs.
is a time to learn about the
These are jobs that things blacks don't know and
we have now that were not learn in everyday life until
available to African Ameri- that one month comes aTound,
cans.
w ichhappens to be the shortMartin Luther King, est month of the year.
Frederick Douglas, W.E.B.
"If you have no confiDubois, Booker T. Washing- dence in self, you are twice
ton, Rosa Parks, Malcolm X defeated in Jife, with confiand many others contributed dence you have won even beto many of the privileges at fore you have started," said
Colored water foun- Marcus Garvey.
This statement has

By La Shanda Lombard

changes.
New housing facili
ties called Villages have bee
erected, along with a com
munity center and a stud en
park.
In the near futur
students, faculty and s
can look forward to the de
molishing of several dorm
to make way for new vil
!ages.
They can also loo
forward to a new Memoria
Student Center and scienc
building.
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the United States than the
majority. \t 1.s a\so 1ttaid that

history repeats i e1f, but will
society ever return to the way
it used to be?
African Americans
are a low percentage of the
U.S. today, yet their voices
are still strong, bold, clear and
continue to be heard ringing
throu h the nation's ears.
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been repeated throughout history as well as the famous
words of other black leaders.
"Without struggle,
there is no progress,"
Frederick Douglas said.
If there is no struggle
there is no progress. Everyone has to work hard for what
they want in life and because
it does not come easy. Blacks'
ancestors have proven this
theory over a million times in
their struggle to accomplish
the rights blacks have today.
Life could be much
harder if blacks were still
fighting the battles ofthe past,
which are not totally abolished.
There still remains
prejudice among the American society and there still remains battles which are constantly being fought to keep
the rights and privileges
blacks have.
It is said that there
are almost more minorities in
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Under the Gunn

Open
Mic

New jazz artist presents old-school twist
Recording
Russel Gunn gives
meaning to jazz with
lantic Records debut

fuwistcd

artist,
a new
his Atalbum,

Ethnomusicology Volume 1.
7&/Jf/ can'/ g be (110man

enouy/J lo leave.?

Wily can 'I he be a man

Ii.le :l!Gzrlin an<//ellme lo

ye/ lo sleppiny.? !lsn 'I /his a

cfeceplion llial's lony ouer

clue for some neyaHue reco!lnrhon.? .CJsn '/ rl somelliiny ho/I/ o rose
can be so beaulijufandallofa sudden rls bucfs darken andbeyin
lo fallaparf.? "Yeali, whaleuer, "

9 lno(1/ some ofyou are

say.iny. "9never heardan_ylh~ny ofIlia/ sari. " c5o Iha/ means
you needlo face I.fie lrui./i, face /he facls. ;/us! Irie you yon'
al(1lays be C/ach. You lhinh foue can'/ sour, foue can 'I sporf
;/us! as if_you (1/ere planhny a seedcfeep, deep into /he sorf
c5orry,

g yuess you hadn 'I reali~edlhal rarn can (1lash a(1lay /he

ckepes/planledseed. 7/ial'ffma.he your hear/ bleedandnever
slop, where as iifeels li£e you 're ber"n!7 bealen Cy a
'Jhinhrn5' aboul'l>ebra
here,

Cox,

wellifnobody is supposedlo be

wh_y /he £ellcf/cf_you le! him in.?

7hal mus/have beenyour

bijyesl sin1 a cfrsyrace, ne:xl lime hesrlale.
pul him in liis place.

B. B.

B. :71. cop.

c5ee 'em aclin5' up,

Goofflmus/ liaue 6een hrjh (1lhen lie

rvrole Ifie song" gXeecl Boue." :7-ruslrale</, 'J/ggrauale</,
7lyilaled, and 9 needlove.? Wfial Ifie fief/for.?

-lutmtdl'd ..An11eltit

There are three smiley faces in this issue. The
first two people to findtwo win a new C.D. for
Black History Month. Claim your prize in MSC
room 114. Example: ..=..:..

You don't necessarily have to
be a big listener of jazz to enjoy this particular album. As
stated in the first track, "74
Miles Away," all you need is
an "open mind and two ears."
If you are a lover of the old
school hip-hop sounds of Eric
B. & Rakim and LL Cool J, you
can truly vibe to this whole
CD.
This native of East St.
Louis, Il. is no freshman to the
musicindustry. Hehasearned
his stripes by working with
such influential artists as
Wynton Marsalis, James
Moody, Buckshot LeFonque,
and Maxwell. The latter included Gunn on his popular
MTV Unplugged EP and
Embrya album. He has performed as a band leader in
such New York City clubs as
Birdland, the 5-Spot, Sweet
Basil, and the Jazz Standard.
The multi-talented
Gunn plays a -wide array of

instruments including trumpet, flugehorn, organ bass, vox,
human beatbox, and tambourine.
Gunn tries to keep it
real, and attract a variety of

listeners, especially the
younger generation of
hip-hop and
jazz listeners, by sampling such
rap legends "OIll .•
as Kurtis 0r..
u
Blow and 41
~
Run-DMC,
as well as DJ i:
Apollo. Ifyou .s
listen closely
'o
to track three
entitled rl
r..
"Sy bi 1-' s
Blues," you
hear
the
pipes of the c.. 3rf::@\~\::
organ as if
New multi-talented Jazz Artist blazing
you
were
the charts, Russel Gunn.
feeling the
spirit in church with a Sanford
chill with the colored light
& Son feel.
Together with his own bulbs, blowing inscense, and
band, Gunn shoots into tracks spittin' poetry.
Ethnomusu:ology Volranging from the supercharged sax-andscratch of ume 1 "is for people that like
"Shiva" to the go-go-propelled music," Gunn expresses. "If
funk of "Sybil's Blues" to the you don't like music then you
smooth, steamy, and saxy probably won't like this album."
"Do11."
This album is definitely for people who enjoy
music. This is a very relaxing
joint that you can get your
Panther Staff
groove on to, study to, or ·ust

-~
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"Shaft~' / ·

Two major
music labels
merge, form
world's largest
company
bination~~!~e!::J!;;~~;:
gram, the new Universal MusicGroup(UMG)istheworld's
premier music company. Its
global operations include the
development, manufacture,
marketing, sales and distribution ofrecorded music through
a network of subsidiaries and
joint ventures in 59 countries
around the world.
UMG is now number
one in market share in the U.S.,
Europe, Latin America and
Austria. Unparalleledindepth
and diversity of music, Universal Music Group leads the
industry with its presence in
countries around the world,
featuring every musical genre
from rock to pop and R&B to
jazz and classical.
The birth of Universal
Music Group began May 21,
1998 when The Seagram Company Ltd. announced that it
had agreed with Royal Phillips
Electronics and Polygram to
acquire Polygram in a transaction valued at $10.6 billion.
Polygram, combining with Universal Studios, Inc. and
Seagram's Entertainment subsidiary, created the world's
largest music company, and
global entertainment leader.
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The new label embraces a vast array of artists,
including global sellers such
as Erykah Badu, George
Benson, Bon Jovi, DMX,
Hanson and Marilyn Manson.
With this merger,
UMG owns an extensive catalog of music. Among the legendary artists are Aerosmith,
Louis Armstrong, John
Coltrane, The Commodores,
Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald
and The Four Tops.
The record labels under the strong arm of UMG
include A&M, MCA, Universal, Interscope, Mercury, Island, Motown and Def Jam.
The company has operations in 48 countries covering 98% of the global music
market. UMG has the leading
distribution system in the
world, reaching more people

and countries than any of its
competitors.
The revenue generated by UMG is not only from
the music industry. Film and
television are some of the
youngest ventures tbat MCA/

1. Okay, what's the deal with the cable in Phase III?
2. Will all of the out of control students please stay away
from the MSC? (strippers, vandalists, etc.)
3. Why were the AKA's acting like they sponsored the Miss
Black and Gold Pageant?
4. Why is it that the only 'art' that some girls own is on their
nails?
5. Are we the only people sick and tired ofthose Splackavellie/
Do-boy guys?
6. Why did some people come to the Red & White Gala in
their 1992 prom dresses?
7. Sticking with the same topic, didn't the Gala kind of
remind you of a Jr. High Valentine's Day dance?
8. Who are the stupid fools who robbed one of the only blackowned stores in town?
9. Do any of the scoreboards in the Dome have all of the
bulbs?
10. Does anybody think the basketball teamwill REPEAT?
11. Why are the May 1999 graduates so hype?
12. Could it be because some of them have been here since
1989?
13. Why do some people dry-clean washable clothing? (i.e.
jeans, jerseys, t-shirts)
14. Why did Chase bank come to the career fair, but not have
any job openings'?
15. Why did some gir\ get a 'twistie tie' in ber burier nom.
the MSC as an a la carte item?
16. Did some ofyou come to PVjust to drink, smoke, and have

Polygram has tapped into.
UMG has produced such films
as How to be a Player, Due
sex?
South, andManga alongwith 17. Why are the prices of the Village increasing while the
the television shows Reel Life
quality of housing goes steadily down?
and Sundance Channel. The 18. Is anybody out there wondering why the Oljlfj, tree is
combined MCA/Polygram
brown?
·
Music Publishing Companies 19. Are they ever going to clean up all of the horse crap?
will have 40 operating pub- 20. What do you think?
lishing offices worldwide and
will be the third largest publishing company in the world.
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"Fire"
Ohio Players,

..'Brick House'-•.
Commodores
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"Mr:·:- Big{Stuff"
t~~"».
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"Can't Get l:nough of
, Your
,Babe"

lov.e,

:1~:z~,?i;, .

·•carJJVash..

Ro~e\Rtlyce

,,., "Pl,~y That
.
- ❖-·- .-.ti ,·;·
. t=un~y -·Music'! -( , "'•The.Hus
:: ,;i'A,'e At~,)= arqily'~-'':L. . :•, ·Y'
e . ✓.
"l-WilJ Survive·•
Wild
'
C
herry
,
._Van McCoy
Sister Sredge"'.:. / .
Gforia Gaynor

'i

DOYNEB LCEISNE
The first nine people to correctly unscramble the three movies above will win a video of their choice courtesy of Mirimax:
Home Entertainment. Claim your prize by bringing the correct answers and this issue of the paper to The Panther office in
the bottom of the MSC, room 114.
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PV baseball; SWAC champions?
By Sheleah Hughes
News Editor

Disappointing losses
to Lamar University, Sam
Houston, and one to HustonTilloston leave the Panthers
in dispair but the one and a
pair from Jarvis and HustonTilloston, prove that winning
can be done.
''We are trying to decide who swings the bat when

'U'tbl$trivi•t' ~mt ·~~n}
· . m,y'b& tbin~g'ttf~tsJif;•
. . }t ·. ' ·· ··.·· ·. · · ·.· n-,cJsp.~r
.t,"

ball player and who is not."
~.
fl
Thepreseasongames
"'bla:c!i .
·... ·
have given the Panthers an
(a stud
.
·.·. _me_
ae . . ''jita~ opportunity to determine
Je?Q,me lgiola
. ... . di$a~ witb you.
•· what can be changed to make
Th.atsta .
18
as · orantas a whit&pet8on the team as impressive as it
saying all bJaclt pef:W@ ~·. ·
pu, ~nd ro.urdel'e~. ,. could be.
Spealthtg or ft-aun •
* figure skat.er Micli&JM
Kwanhu bee~ busy lu>ldingoffh~r to~titicm At th~ U.S.
Figure Skating Cham~diipa. I do admit to watching:
. $n.Y(tU~~~-"'''''··;,-;~\¾':' :'

"We have young the Panthers will open up conpitchers, only a couple ofthem ference play against backyard
are upperclassmen," Coach rival Texas Southern. TSU
who is ranked one above PV
Tankersly said.
The lead off pitchers and under Southern and
include sophomores Michael Grambling will give Coach
Wesley and Armond Hill,jun- Tankersly and his Panthers
iors BrandonMcNair, T. Price, an opportunity to play hard
and Kent Kelly, and fresh- and prepare for the rest of conmen players Al Smith and ference competition.
"We are picked pretty
Thomas Price. With the continuance ofplay more changes low, but we're going to win the
will be made.
championship. I can guaranUpcoming games in- tee," Hill said.
cluding Sam Houston, Huston
Baseball is sometimes
Tilloston and Oklahoma State not justified by the best team
from the Big 12 conference. or the best record. The sport
These games will give the relies on confidence, skill,
Panther baseball program heart and devotion.
nothing but challenges and
The Panthers have
opportunities to strengthen just that, and soon they will
their team.
have a SWAC championship,
On Saturday Feb.27 hopefully.

The Espy goes to ...

figureskating~nlytoeeehowmanyakaterswillslipandfall,
but at least I watch it!
Bruee Flirisb~l' (~ho?} is on a virwal
.
tet years in

ESPN recognizes the Vear In Sports
By Brad Ruffin
Sports Editor

Whether you're a
ports fan or not, very few
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people have gone without
viewing something on ESPN.
The 24 hour cable sports network covers an endless list of
sporting events.
On Monday, Feb. 15,
ESPN presented its annual
Espy awards to the sports community. The award is given to
the best of the best in virtually every sport.
Since this past year
was filled with record breakers and news makers in the
world of sports, any of the
nominees in all of the categories had a legitimate chance
at winning..
Arriving from his victory at Daytona 500, NASCAR
driver J effGordon was named
Race Car Driver of the year.
Gordon, who is the two
time defending champion, will

•c,a :::~~~!i:!::
··"ttitY&i mates was presented the Espy

"""""=========~

Coach/Manager of the year
for guiding the Yankees to
the best record ever in the

Major Leagues.
The college and professional football ranks were
well represented during the
awards show.
Denver Bronco running back Terrell Davis and
Texas Longhorn running
back Ricky Williams both received awards for professional
and college player ofthe year.
Williams, this years
Heisman Trophy winner,
broke Tony Dorsett's division
I NCAA rushing record earSm.a proceeded to cl 011 ule 90,000 pounds of'

food and wuter lo the
llllrricuue l'ictims of'
his 11utfreDomi11ica11
Republic.

lier this season.
Davis helped the
Broncos claim their second
Super Bowl.
Fresh from his recent
split decision, undefeated
boxing champion Oscar De
La Hoya was named Boxer of
the year.
The Humanitarian
award went to Chicago Cubs
slugger Sammy Sosa after the

unbelievable homerun derby
he and Mark McGwire displayed during the season,
Sosa proceeded to donate 90,000 pounds offood and
water to the hurricane victims of his native Dominican
Republic.
This is in addition to
the computers, school supplies, and baseball equipment
he previously donated.
McGwire was presented the Espy for Baseball
P1ayer ofthe Year and Athlete
of the Year, breaking Roger
Maris's long record for number of homeruns in a season
and perhaps rewriting the
history books forever.
The men's and
women's basketball player of
the year award was no suprise.
League Most Valuble
Player Cynthia Cooper of the
Houston Comets received the
ESPY for women's basketball.
She helped the Comets win their second consective
WNBA title.
Live from his home in
Chicago, Michael Jordan accepted the Espy for men's basketball, leading the Chicago
Bulls to their third straight
NBA title.
ESPN proved exactly
why it is a leader in sports, by
recognizing the leaders in
sports.

Throwing for the Lo;4ti*i ·
By Jon Cook
Panther Staff

The sun beats down
on the athletes like an unforgiving mother when they
stayed out past curfew.
Time and again, the
man cocks the iron ball into
the crook of neck and shoulder, carefully balances it, and
flings it like an unwanted
number as far as he possibly
can. He looks at the dust
cloud where it lands, as he
goes to retrieve it.
He starts the procedure over again. Let the runners skip around like energizer bunnies, first on the
straightaway and then 30 seconds later on the opposite side
of the track.
The throwers' game
isn't about speed. It's about
weight, power and strength
and how they all relate.
A woman steps into
the circle.
Her male teammates
look on, as she lauches
another shot that lands with
a palable thud, 15 feet away.
She walks with the men, just
as strong, just as powerful,
not as big, but commanding
big respect.
"I do it for the love,"
said Caprisa Owens, one of
the very few women who tout
the title of 'thrower'.
A 'thrower' is best defined as an athlete who competes in the field events like
discus, hammer throw and
javelin.
The game is simple,
just throw the object as far as
you can.
An observer might
look at the field games being
played and think its too
simple.
"What? No action? No
motion? No movement? All
you do is throw the thing!
"Where are the sexy
halfleotard things? What, no
thigh? This is boring. I'm
going to go watch the womens
400.meters!," one might conclude, moving promptly to
whatever is happening on the
track portion oftrack and field.
According to the players who participate in the field
events, nothing could be
further from the truth.
"It's not all power, it's
technique, "saidJohn
Henderson, who comes across
as part big brother, part as-

Field events provide
eXCitment

&WW--&

~Spotlight

Armond Hill
Height:

sistant coach, all athlete.
6'0"
Watching practice,
Hometown:
Henderson's point is illusPort Arthur, TX
trated.
The shotput
Age:
entails one of two movements:
23-years-old
the slide in which the thrower
spins around like the world's
Fantasy Dinner:
biggest top and lets go of the
Sade
16 pound weight sitting on his
Anita Baker
collarbone at the last second
Mary J. Blige
before he falls over his ankles
making good on his title of
Position:
thrower.
Rightfield / Pitcher
The people who come
out must possess a keen sense
Personal Best:
of direction. The spin motion
Game winning home run vs
will deposit normal people diBellville in high school
rectly on their backs.
playoffs
Aim would help, if
your nearest competitor is
Favorite Movie:
walking around in the pit.
The Five Heartbeats
A well placed throw
might be what separates secMajor:
ond place and first. Not to
Psychology
mention the arms, back, shoulders, and legs of anyone who
ArmondHiU
throws have to be developed.
Add this to the fact
that most of the men and
women who participate are not
Men's Basketball Team Crushes ~rkansas Pine S\ufl
only playing with no By
schloarsh1p, but are also stars Brad"Tito" Ruff"m
in various other sports from Sport. Editor
football to volleyball.
The PVAMU men's points during the Monday Bluff beating.
The throwers on any
basketball team returned to night slaughter.
Adding insult to injury,
track squads are some of the
Xavier Lee contrib- Gregory Burkes scored 15
thewincolumn thispastMonmost well-rounded athletes at
day with a victory over the uted to this post St. Valen- points for his contribution to
any university.
tines Day massacre by being the liard court carnage.
Arkansas Pine Bluff Lions.
Over the course of the
The lowly Lions could
Throughoutthe game perfect from the free throw
entire outdoor season, a total
the Panthers never trailed line,grabbingfiverebounds,. only manage to produce 30
of eight meets, spread from
t points in the first half.
and never looked back. With and scoring 19 points.
March until early May.
Guard Jocquinn
Arkansas Pine Bluffs
9:44 remaining in the second
The throwers are just
half, the Panthers led by as Arch was also perfect from Jeremy Jefferson led the Lilike a family.
the charity stripe, and do- ons, scoring 27 points.
many as 30 points.
"We are even having
PVAMU, had five nated 15 points to the Pine
bible study together. Want to
players score in double figcome?" Attina Perkins jok-.,,
START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
ures in an excited, but less
ingly asked.
than packed "Baby Dome."
•..,_
NOW. ..
That happens often,
most people who throw anyOmari Traylor and
thing for fun have a good time
Aron Thompson contributed
. . : ·.. .l / .- ..~ . .>'
J . . .,. ,;
and laugh quite a bit.
double doubles in a 25 point
,
. ..
.
.
.
JIGEvery afternoon,at 4
thrashing of the less than
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
o'clock these friends get tospectacular opponents.
gether, throw heavy weights
Traylor's 19 points
around, laugh at one another
and 15 rebounds led the way
ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
and have a good time.
for the Panthers' offensive
They are relaxed
awakening.
around each other and secure
Thompson';:; 18 re- CITY _________STATE --~ZIP _ _ __.
with themselves and the
bounds effectively conLrolle<l
knowledge that at any given · the boa r<ls and kept the Liou;:; PHONE#(
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
moment, they could pick a perfrom making any comeback
son up and sling them like a
attempts during the contest. SEMESTER □
or SCHOOL YEAR □
rock.
He also added 17 $10
$15
Good thing to know
points to the cause.
... TO KEEP YOU UP DATED ON WHAT'S
about oneself.
The Panthers scored
HAPPENING ON "THE H/U'¾JW
31 points from turnovers, 62
points in the paint, and accuP. 0. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
mulated 32 second chance

''Displine and dedication is
my formula for winning
games."

Double the Pleasure Double the Fun
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Death from page 1

In Brief

COMING A I I RAC I IONSI

Housing applications are available
Prairie View, Texas
Beginning March 1, 1999, Fall 99/Spring 00 applications will be available for University Village. Students can
pick up applications and return them with a $150 deposit in
the Phase II Clubhouse.
FaB 99 housing will be on a first come, first serve basis.
Summer 1999 applications will be available in April.
Summer school housing will be in Phase III only.
Applications are available now in the Phase II Clubhouse for current residents. Residents have until Feb. 26,
1999 to turn applications in for priority.
Applications are being accepted for current housing in
University Village. Students who move in now will receive a
$100 gift certificate as well as Fall 99 priority housing status.
For more information visit the Phase II Clubhouse or
call (409) 857-4559.

PV students travel to Atlanta
Prairie View, Texas
Free transportation will be provided for students
wanting to attend the Atlanta Regional Career Fair in
Atlanta, Ga.
Buses will depart Monday, March 29, 1999 from
Prairie View A&M University.
Students can sign up for the trip in Room 308,
Anderson Hal\.
'Fo-r mo-re information contact SCALES at {409) 857-

MON
22
PVvs.
Alabama
A&M Univ.
(basketball)
5:30 p.m.
PV vs.
Wiley
College
(softball)
1 p.m.

Alpha
Lambda
Omega
Bible Study
Rm 242
Delco Bldg.
7 p.m.

TUES

WED

Alpha Lambda
Omega
Interest
Meeting
Rm 242, Delco
Bldg., 7 p.m.
Army ROTC
Scholarship
Seminar
Rm 1A110
Hobart Taylor
5:15 p.m.

SAT

27

24

2!5

26

PV vs.
Centenary
(softball)
1 p.m.

Louisiana
SWAC
(golf)

Louisiana
SWAC
(golf)

Louisiana
SWAC
(golf)

PV vs.
HustonTillotson
(basketball)
6:30 p.m.

PV VS.
Southern
· University
(basketball)
7:30 p.m.

PVvs.
Houston
Baptist
(softball)
2 p.m.

PV vs. Alcorn
State
(basketball)
5:30 p.m.

23
PV vs. Lamar
University
(baseball)
3 p.m.

FRI

THUR

willing to give if he had, and
was very dependable."
"Although very small
in stature, Shakey had a big
heart," stated a quote mentioned in his obituary.
He was well known to
have a big personality, and
had
a passion for football , be.
mg referred to by all as
"Shaky", from a nickname he
earned playing football, when
he was named "Shake and
Bake."
There were very few
people who didn't know him.
His sister, Quiana, said "No

one knows what they have
unti1 it's gone."

" Th
pressure.
e platform for
her reign is to unI'fy the college campus through educational advancement and cultural adjustment.
Turner said that the

Pageant from page 1

clenched the title of Miss Epsilon Tau Lambda. w agner
most rewarding experience
won the overall title Miss aboutthepageantwastheconBlack and Gold representing te
th E
stants, "We didn't have any
e ta Gamma Chapter.
problems with anybody. I love
B ot h Wagner and each and every one and they
Turner will go on to compete are all my sisters."
this weekend in the state Miss
Miss Black and Gold
Bl ack an d GoId p ageant.Each 1998-99,EbonyMitchell'snext
· sch o1ars h ips.
w1·n receive
step is to compete 1.n the 1999 _
W agner commented 2000 Miss Prairie View A&M
th a.t th e mos t rewarding ex- University Pageant.
penence about the pageant
All rti .
ts
was"learninghowtocopewith h
d t pa cip~ . were
onore a a reception ImmeT
th
th

diately following the pageant
. th
m e MSC Ballroom.
-------

Trail from page 4

Al

len and Paul Cleveland participated in the Horse Show at
th e Housto n, Livestock Show
and Rodeo. This proved that
blacks and whites could ride
~::~::: wi th out race being
Currently, there are
over300membersoftheassociation. Dorris L. Estes is one
of the many black cowboys.
He has also contributed to the
Houston Livestock Show and
Rodeo in many horse and ag-

· I
ncu tural shows. He, along
·th th Tra'l R d
WI
e
I i ers Association members, now come to
join in the ride, rodeo and parade from England and many
other parts of the world.
The PV Trail Riders
Association, is one of the few
Afri
can American Trail Rider
Assoc1a
· ti ons m
· th e country. It
keeps people motivated to
come back, year after year,
and I·t IS
· th e d ed.ication,
·
loyaJty , an d th e Iove ofth e ride
th t k
th h.
'
a eeps e 1story of the
tr aI·1 n·d eevolvmg.
· I t allb egan
with the dreams and hard
work of one man, James
Fran · J
cies, r.

''Frozen''

Economic
Development
Informational
Seminar
JBC Library
Room
5 p.m.

PVvs.
Southwestern
(softball)
1 p.m.

PVvs. TSU
(baseball)
12 p.m.

coordinator
Kenneth
Epting.

membcrol
Epsilon Tau
Lambda

Chapter of
Alpha Phi
Alpha, Inc.

Skeephi Party
Baby Dome9pm

The Piggy Bank
Scholarship and Internship Information
The Press Club of Hous- be a full-time junior or senior Houston Business Marton Educational Founda- during the upcoming fall se- keting Association is
tion Scholarship Pro- mester at an accredited col- offering four paid summer
gram is designed to help lege or university, must be internships. Students will
deserving students continue majoring in journalism, com- perform marketing tasks.
their education toward a ca- munications or broadcasting. Each student will be paid
reer in journalism or broad- If majoring in another sub- $3,000 and will have the
casting. Scholarships are ject, must have a clearly de- opportunity to choose
awarded on the basis of fi- fined intention to pursue a between four companies at
nancial need, academic career in journalism or broad- which they will work for the
achievement and career casting, must have a perma- summer.
goals.
nent residence in the Greater Deadline: Currently, there
Deadline: March 1, 1999
Houston area or, if residing is none.
Eligibility: Student must elsewhere, must attend col- Eligibility: The internship
lege a college or university in is open to s~udents with a
the Greater Houston area, GPA of3.0 or better and who
must be passing all courses in plan to pursue a career in
major field of study and must business or business manbe in scholastic good stand- agement.
ing.
For more information,
For more information write contact Don Dave,
to P.O. Box 541038, Houston, Pennywell Publishing,
Texas 77254-1038 or call the (713) 621-9720 or
voice mail line at (713) 867- Edward Harris, HK&P,
8847.
(713) 623-8705.

Summer Publishing
Institute
New York University
June 7 - 16, 1999
For more information call
1- 800 - FIND - NYU, ext. 11
UNO - Prague Summer
Seminars
University of New Orleans/
Charles University of Prague
July 1999
For more information contact
http://www.uno.edu/-inst/
Welcome.html
The LAGRANT Foundation
for Communications and
Business
Deadline: March 31,1999
Eligibility: l0scholarships to
college and graduating high
school minority students pursing a degree in the fields of
communications and business

administration including
public relations, journalism
(with an emphasis in public
relations only), marketing
and advertising.
Fax: (323) 469-8683
Tel: (323) 469-8680
911 Wilshire Boulevard,
Suite 2150
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3450

The Martin Luther King,
Jr. Papers Project
This project will publish the
14-volume scholarly edition
of speeches, sermons, correspondence, and othe'!' writings of Dr. King.
Deadline: March 15, 1999
For more information write
to The Martin Luther King,
Jr., Papers Project, Stanford
University, Cypress Hall DWing, Stanford, CA 943054146 or call (650) 723-2092.

PANTHER

SCREEN PRINTING•EMBROIDER'(
• BANNERS & SIGNS
• CUSTOM IMPRINTED
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

2302 MAIN
WALLER, TEXAS
409•372-9190
1 •800•442•8929

~~~~f!:!8
Fr·esb-N-F.-y
Seaf'ood
203 Bremond
Hempstead, TX
(409) 826-3568
Specials : Fries Included
10 Shrimp .. . . . ... . ... . .... . . $4.99
8 Chlck.en Wings . . ........ 2.75
6 Shrimp & 4 Nuggets .3 . 99
3 pc. Drum Fish . .... . .... . 4 .99
2 pc. Catfish Fillets .. . ... 3 .99
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nitedAuto
All Major Mechanic's Repair
Oil Change & Filter $16.9S

Brake Jobs S69 lll2
Tu11e Ups $39 lll2
341 ltth Strttt, Hcmpkod

Across from Dairy Queen

(409) 826 - 6630

..

~

HAIR TECH

"All your Beauty Needs"

Waller Village
3 I3 I 5 FM 2920 Waller, TX 77 484

Toll Free (409} 931-3269
Resale & Victorian Lamp
Shades

.

.

.

RUB. - A - DUB
Self Service Laundry

A
V

Air Conditioned

Open 7 days a week

l;s~:a;:f::i~·p.m.
Artendanl on duty!

Wash & Fold Service

lb./over 35 lbs...tfl__~
-.50 lb.
:;~~!~~~as ~

.60

1102Lafayette
H~4
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By Leandra Henderson
Panther Staff

Have you ever heard
the saying, "Sweep around
your own front door before you
try to sweep around mine?"
I guess many of you
haven't since many of you "socalled" mature adults are playing childish high school games
like starting vicious rumors
and talking behind other

We are all supposed more about me than I know people say, "I can look at them
to be mature, civilized adults about myself.
andtellthatidon'tlikethem?"
in college, so act like it.
If there is ever anyHow is that?
When I came to Prai- thing you wish to know about
That person can be
rie View, I came to advance someone just ask.
one of the sweetest individumy education and be all that
I'm pretty sure that als, but you won't know beI could possibly be. I didn't they will be happy to satisfy cause you are being too ignocome to be held back by other your curiosity ,just like I would rant to open your eyes and
people's messy ways.
be.
realize what that person may
Since the first week
I have never been able have to offer. She may even be
of school in the fall of 1997, to understand why people can a millionaire, or the grandpeople stereotyped and la- label others without even daughterofagreatlegend like
beled me in many ways. It knowing them.
Thurgood Marshall.
seems as though people know
I have heard many ---•For those of you who

•

are so fascinated with others
and must talk about them so
much, at least get your facts
straight before running your
mouth.
I just want to know
whatistheretogainbyspreading malicious lies. Is it to look
better in front of your friends?
Maybe it's because you aren't
confident in yourself, it might
even be that they have somethingyouwant,oritcouldjust
be jealousy and envy.

•

ATH• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING• BUSINESS ANAL YSI

When something is too, extrem~ for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you II experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon hos formed a new te~hnolog icol superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four mo1or technological gian ts: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems , Ro~theon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The ~ew Roythe_o n Systems Company 1s driving technology to the limit. And we're
loho_kmg for engineers who wont to push the envelope. Break new ground M k
t eir mark.
• a e
At Raytheon, you ' ll toke technology-and your career -to the h' h t
'bl
1
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